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"Equality," said Voltaire, "is at once the most natu-
ral and most chinerical thing in the world: natural
when  it is limited to rights, unnatural when  it at-
tempts to level goods and powers."

The greatest single force changing and expanding
the role of the federal government in the U. S. today
is  the push for equality.  And while the orators of
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powers   in   the   American   society.   Today's   egali-
tarians want to use the federal government to re-
distribute  wealth  and  incomes,  to  equalize  differ-
ences in education and family backgrounds, and to
override the classic le that what a

achieve uniformity and equality,
they are prepared to sacrifice diversity and individ-
ual liberty. The egalitarian movement is essentially
authoritarian.  It  is  highly critical  of business  and
contemptuous of Za¢.ssez-/o¢+e economics.

Business for i`[s part sees the egalitarian push aga
threat-not just to its pay scales but to the funda-
mental principles of a market economy.  It is right.
The American economy, based on private property,
uses the market to determine rewards and allocate
resources. Differences in pay and profit are essential
to it. At some point, therefore, a move toward equal-
ity would require a shift from capitalism to a social-
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Voltaire

ist or government-directed state. By all
indications, the U. S. is still a long way
from this point. But

etween
the inherent con-H=fro-=

the days of Franklin  Roosevelt's New
Deal to a broad welfare program pro+
viding help for the poor, the aged, and
the  unemployed.  But  until  now  it  has
accepted the fact that different people
will earn widely different incomes in a
market economy. Programs such as aid
to   dependent   children,   which   make
money transfers simply on the basis of
need,  have  been  justified  on  humani-
tarian   grounds.   The   Social   Security
system,  the  biggest of all  the go`'ern-
ment social programs, `\'as designed as

a  nationwide  insiirance  fund,  with  all  participants
paying something and  ``'ith  benefits related to con-
tributions.

The difference now is that the new egalitarians do
not ask government t[.anst.ers as a matter of charit.v
or as part of a businesslike program. They w.Tnt the
government to use its po``.ers to restructut.e the eco-
nomic system and equzilize its I.ewards, gi`-ing to the
poor as a matter of right.
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The  strongest  support  for income  redistn.button
has come from the blacks and other minorities-and
lately  from the  women's  mov-ement.  The claims of
these groups have made a considerable  impression
not only on Congress but also on the upper-income
groups that might have good economic reason to re-
sist them. The demand for equal job opportunities
and equal pay for equal work has paved the way for
the assertion of a right to equal housing, education,
and enjoyment of life. The obvious bite of poverty at
the bottom of American sceiety has built sympathy
for the underdog.

The strength of egalitarianism, therefore, is out
of proportion to the number Of people who formally
subscribe' to it. Many egalitan.ans do not like the la~
bet. And many supporters of egalitarian measures
will  not  endorse  its  philosophy.  They  see  govern-
ment  intervention  as  the  answer  to  a  particular
problem-poverty,  old  age,  bad  health-and  the}.
think of equality as only an incidental consequence
of  solving the  problem.  There  is  as  yet  no  egali-
tarian party in the U. S., and there probably never
win be. But the push toward equality gains powerful
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bedfellows.
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In one way or another, all the govemment's social

programs  are  equalizers.  Social  Security  transfers
income from active workers to retired wor'kers. Med-
icaid transfers from the well to the sick. Aid to edu-
cation  can  equalize  the  spending  power  of  poor
school  districts  and  rich  districts-though  the
present program does not always achie`.e this result.
Federal  loans  and  scholarships  ope.n  higher educa-
tion to students who cannot pal- tuition.

The enormous expansion of the federal budget in
the past decade reflects a rapid grow-th in these proh
grams. Outlays for ''health and income securit}-" tcL
taled  Szl.5  billion  in  fiscal  1965, just  before  Presi~
dent Johnson's "war on po`.ert}." got under ``-a}-. In
fiscal  1975, the}- added Llp to $136 billion-about I..Jrc
of  total  federal  spending.  The  projection  for  fisi`al
1976 is $151.8 billion. In addition, federal outla}.s for
education are in the 19T6 budget for S16 billion. F`ed-
ez`a`  manpo\\-er  pt.ograms  get  $6  billion.  .And  ''ci`-il
rights acti`-ities" are budgeted i.or $39J million.

And that is onl}. the beginning. In a st`id}- for the
Amei.ican Enterprise Institute for Public Polio.`. Rii
seiirch,  Edgar  K.  Bro\\.ming points out  that  "toda.\-
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there  are more  than  100 federal government  pro-
grams. conferring  benefits  to  the poor."  Many  Of
them-such as subsidized housing and food stamps-
provide benefits in kind rather than cash. Browning
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Welfare spending will increase and move into new

areas in the decade ahead. Congressional leaders al-
ready consider national health in.surance a sure bet
for enactment in the next year or two. Social Se6u-
rity benefits will  be liberalized. .A group of DemoL
cratic  congressmen  led  by  Senator  Hubert  Hum-
phrey  (D-Minn.)  and  Representative  Augustus
Hawkins  (D-Calif.)  will  push  a  "full  employment
and  economic  opportunity"  bill  guaranteeing  fed-
eral jobs for everyone who cannot find a place in pri-
vate employment.

As the costs increase, the egalitarians will try to
shift more of the burden to upper-bracket incomes.
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load on the lowest incomes. They want to extend the
tax  to  all  incomes  instead  of  stopping  it  at  the
$15,300 level, which it is scheduled to reach on Jam. 1,
1976. Alternatively, they would finance Social Secu-
rity out Of general revenue, which means that the
progressive income tax would pick up more of the
load.

When Caspar. W. Weinberger resigned as Secre-
tary  of Health,  Education  &  Welfare last July, he
told   the   Commonwealth   Club  of  San   Francisco:"Federal  spending  has  shifted  away  from  tradi-
tional federal functions such as defense and toward
programs that reduce the remaining freedom of in-
dividuals and lessen the power of other levels of gov-
ernment. This shift in federal  spending has trams.
formed  the  task  of  aiding  life's  victims  from  a
pri`.ate  concern  to  a  public  obligation.  There  are
benefits and burdens in this .... "

The  greatest  burden,  as  Weinberger  sees  it,  is
that "we have built an edifice of law and regulation
that is clumsy, inefficient, and inequitable. Worst of
all, the unplanned, uncoordinated, spasmodic nature

The push to level incomes and lifestyles
shifts decisions from the marketplace to
a fast-growing government apparatus  that
is changing the economic structure

of  our  responses  to  these  needs-some  `.ery  real,
some only perceived-is quite literally threatening
to bring us to national insolvency."

-_i•   De.p roots. The i.dea of equality is no ;lien latecomer

to  American  thought.  The  foundirig  fathers  had
read John  Itocke and Jean Jacques' Rousseau. And
though  they  were  wary  Of  radicals  like  Thomas
Paine, they could see for themselves how his rhetoric
stined  the  ordinary  colonist.  The  framers  of  the
Declaration of Independence drew on this body of•  thought when they wrote the fanous passage: "We
hold these tniths to be self-evident, that all men are
created equal, tha,t they are endowed by their Crea-
tor  with  certain  unalienable  Rights,  that  among

ihhea¥taor:eLCLuifr:'tL!ebfrtr¥&ha#6or=euitm°efn¥saff:;i::t=
tuted among Men, deriving their just powers from
the consent of the governed."

Rousseau.would  not  have  written  it  quite  that
way.  Nor  would  he  have  accepted  a  Constitution
that was scrupulously respectful Of property rights
and that provided elaborate checks and balances to
restrain  the  power of the government  it  created.
Rousseau conceded the citizen no rights that did not
coincide with what he called the "general will."

Since  the  Middle  .Ages,  the  general  will-or  at
least, the will of the majority-has been asserting it-
self against the rights of property. A1-
exis de Tooqueville, that astute analyst
of the democratic process, foresaw the
outco.me.  The leveling process, he pre-
dicted, would not stop with abolishing
hereditary rank and class distinctions.
It  would  build  momentum  and  move
on. 'twould it, then, be wise," he asked,"toimagine that asocial impulsewhich      i
dates from so far back can be checked
by  the  efforts  of  a  generation?  Is  it
credible that the democracy which has
annihilated the feudal system and van-      :`
quished  kings will  respect  the  citizen
and the capitalist?"

What de Tocqueville foresaw was a
basic  chan

alitarian
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wie_11_Tbeip_g.   And   this   is   what   is   oc-
de Tocqueville

rring now. The egalitarian movement began as a
ht for legal rights-the right to `.ote. the right to
ual job  opportunities,  the  right  to  equal  pal-  for
ual  work-\what  the  scholars  cat]  e'gaJz.fg  de  droe.I.

This  fight  is  by  no  means  ended.  as  the  dri`-e  for
equal  treatment  of  blacks  and  w-omen  in  the  job
market demonstrates. But the goals of the egalita-
rians   are   no``'   expressed  in   results  rather  than
rights. They Seek i;gall.f6 de/.ciil-equalit}. of incomes



ls there any valid reason for insisting
that the fast and the slo``j, the successful
and the unsuccessful, should a]] arrive
at the same condition at'{he same time?

and wealth, and beyond that equality of education,
job satisfaction, and standing in the community. As
Robert  A.  Nisbet,  Albert  Schweitzer  Professor  of
Humanities  at  Columbia,  observes  in  an  article  in
Cbm7ne7e!a?']/:  "It  is  result,  not  opportunity,  that  is
today the central perspective in egalitarianism."

For most of the egalitarians, equality requires a
major  expansion  in  the  govemment's  role  in  the
U. S.  economy  and  a  corresponding  structural
change  in  the  federal  and  state  apparatus.  "The
greatest single revolution of the last century in the
political sphere," says Nisbet, "has been the transfer
of effective power over human lives from the consti-

tutionally  visible  offices  of govern-
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Humphrey    /

ment,  the  nominally  sovereign  of-
fices, to the vast  network  that  has
been brought into being in the name
of  protection  of  the  people  from
their exploiters."

lntellcetiial  dil®rrima.   Like  all  move-
ments, egalitarianism has  its liter-
ature  and  its  gurus.  The  most  ad-
mired of the academic writers just
now  is   Harvard  philosopher  John
Rawls, whose  rfeeorp/ o/ J«st{oe has
refurbished Rousseau's general ivill
and adapted it to 20th-Century soci-
ology.  The  primary  aim  of scoiety,
argues Bawls, is justice or fairness,
and -fairness   means   equality-not
just equality of rights but equality
of  condition.  Instead  of  accepting
the unequal distribution of rewards
determined by the market economy,
society should follow a "principle Of

i   ;6a-r-ei`s.;'--a-a-u~aiii-;-of t|p5in-u-Lrii; i;
\\ a delusion  unless it produces equal-

ity  of  results.  Hence,  "to  produce
genuine   equality   of   opportunity,

society  must  give  more  attention  to  those  with
fewer native assets and to those born into less fa-
vorable social positions.""However,"  warns  Christopher  Jencks,  also  of
Harvard, "it is equally wrong to argue that genetic
inequality does not exist or that those who admit to
its existence must be racists."

This is the gr?at intellectual dilemma of the egali-
tarians. A look at the real world demonstrates that
some men  are smarter than others.  Some men  are
more alert to the demands of the economic system
and quicker to  respond  to them.  Is there any valid
reason for insisting that the fast and the slow, the
successful and  the unsuccessful should all arrive at
the same condition at the same time?

Jencks's   answer  is  that  equalizing  competence`
should be a high-priority goal of government policy."The best way to equalize competence is to .  .  . en-

coiirage employers to reorganize \`'oi.k with  this ob-
jective in mind."
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Meantime,   says   Jencks,   the   egalitarians   must
"c`on`.ince people  that distribution of income  is a le-

gitimate  political  isslJe ....  We  need  to  establish
the idea that the federal got.ernment is responsible
not  only  for  t`he  total  amount  of  national  income,
but. for  its  distribution.  If  private  decision.s  make
the  distribution  too  unequal,  the got.ernment  must
be held responsible for improving the situation."

"A  successful   campaign   for  reducing  economic

inequality"   he   concludes,  "probably  requires   t`i.o
things. First, those with low incomes must cease to
accept their condition as inevitable and just. Instead
of assuming, like unsuccessful gamblers, that their
numbers will eventually come up or that their chil-
dren's numbers will, they must demand changes in
the rules of the game. Second, some of those with
high  incomes,  and  especially  the  children  of those
with high incomes, must begin to feel ashamed of
economic inequality."

Plenty of academic critics have arisen to do battle
with  Jencks,  Ra,wls,  and  their  allies.  One  of  the
sharpest is  Robert Nisbet, who declares that "pro-
grams aining at equality of result or condition are
inevitably aligned, hat.e to be aligned with large and
cumbersome structures of political power.""Equality," he adds shrewdly, "feeds on itself as
no other single social value dces. It is not long be-
fore it becomes more than a value. It takes on all the
overtones  Of  redemptiveness  and  becomes  a  reli-
gious rather than a secular idea."

Others are busy digging out quotations from the
Austrian school of economics. Ludwig von Mises and
Friedrich  Hayek, who wrote the Bo¢d  to Sdyao7n,
saw even the modest welfare programs Of the last
generation  as  an  intrusion  on liberty and a  start
toward collectivism. The new egalitarianism is cer-
tainly consistent with their predictions.

The coolest  and  most  objective  appraisal  Of  the
egalitarians  yet  to  appear  is  Equazt.!gr  acad  Efi-
co.G7.cey, rbe Edy rredeoff, by Arthur M. Okun, senior
fellow of the Brcokings Institution and chairman Of
the Council  Of ' Economic Advisers under President
Johnson. Okun likes the idea of equality: "Abstract-
ing from  the  costs and  the consequences,  I  would
prefer more equality  of income to  less  and  would
like complete equality of income best of all." But he
points out that equality of condition involves costs
that equality of rights does not. "In pursuing such a
goal,  sceiety would forego any opportunity to  use
material rewards  as incentives to production.  And
that would lead to inefficiencies that would be harm-
ful to the welfare of the majority. Any insistence on
carl.ing  the  pie  into  equal  slices  would  shrink  the
size of the pie. That fact poses the trade-off between
economic  equality  and  economic  efficiency.  Insofar
as inequality does ser`.e to promote efficiency .  .  . I
can accept some measure of it as a practicality."

Momentum, Most of the liberals in U. S. politics today
would  join  Okun  some``-here  in  the  middle  of  the
road and accept a substantial measure of inequalit}.
as the price of maintaining an efficient market s}.s-
tem. But as the liberals see it, the equalizing trend
that began  under Franklin  Roosevelt and  acquired
new  life  from  Lyndon  Johnson's  Great  Societ}-  is
=Eiife'i?<:i:1:,.e`i:.::i`sp:::;nri?c?..i,I.I-:;.`iF¥:

Senator Humphrey- keeps a quote of his o``.n from
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de  Tocqueville  filed  for  ready  reference  in  a  ring
binder on  his  office  shelf:  ''The  sufferings  that  are
endured patiently as being inevitable become intol-
•erable the moment that it appears that there might
be  an  escape.  Reform  then  only  serves  to  reveal
more clearly what st" remains oppressive and now
all the more unbearable; the suffering, it is true, has
been reduced, but one's sensitivity has become more
acute.„

Humphrey is pushing for tar reform, more gov-
emment spending, and more government planning.
The tax burden on the poor and the middle incomes
has increased, he says,  because  the  share  of  total
government revenues raised by sales taxes, property•taxes, excises, and Social Security payroll taxes has

Ea:=:;:fridTthee:]¥±V#T##hrng#g=t£#
society in incomes and education.
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now. It must de more to pull up the bottom, though
that need not mean pul)ing down the top.
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orous liberal spokesman, sees equality as part of the
problem of economic growth. "I am not in favor Of
perfect equality," he says. "I believe in rewards and
capital accumulation." But he blames "unsound" ini
come distribution for the boom-bust record of thd
past decade. t'It dces not keep the American econ-
omy operating at full use of its resources," he says,"afrd##gno£¥tvid#E*¥?h#i*=fitsf
tween equalfty and effideney. ,As he sees it, "The sol
cial and the economic optimum is the same. The best
economic solution will be the best social solution."

Keyserling favors reform Of what he considers a .
regressive tax system, a universal federal  income-
support program, more public spending, and easier
money.  He  i8  enthusiastic  about  the  proposal  to
enact a "full employment and opportunity" bill, set-
ting the unemployment target for the U. S. at 8%
and providing for a "national purposes" budget to
identify consumption and investment levels consist-
ent with that goal. "The main function of national
policy," he remarics tartly, `is not to forecast but to
set goals and reach them."

A small but \rociferous group of politicians regard
Humphrey and Keyserling as pu3syfcoters. Ameri-
can society, they say, needs restructuring, and the
people know it. A deep vein Of discontent is waiting
to be mined by any pditical leader with the courage
to stand up for equality.

Former Senator Fred Harris  (D-Okla.)  obviously
is prosp6cting for this vein as he tries to launch a
Presidential  bid based  on  attacks on  business,  the
rich, and the establishment. Much of what he is say-
ing strangely echoes the oratory of George Wallace,
whose antiestablishment campaign has given a new
twist to the populist tradition in America. Both owe
a good deal to Huey Long, who discovered a gener-
ation ago that an unbeatable political machine could
be built on the slogan, "Every man a king."
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matching  increases in  productivity  have amounted
to a bid to enlarge labor's share of national product
at the expense of the shareholder and  the rentier.
But as Labor Secretary John T. Dun]op observes, the
unions  are  always  in  favor  of  higher  minimum
wages,butt_hevwanttpmninha.a_navdiffere__nh.a!.i
tco. Unions,-such as the United Steelworkers, tradi-
tionally  have  split  each  negotiated  wage  increase
into two parts, with some going to across-the+boarrd
increases and the rest enlarging the increments be-
tween jobs

e new uni
Egalitarian mea-

surer are a s6urce of jobs for them, be+
cause   more  intervention  calls  for  a
bigger  government  appa,ratus.  Mortr

the  na
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When  Albert  Shanker,  head  of the
New York  teachers' union,  suggested
that schooling should start at the age
Of three, he was trying to create more
jobs  to  avoid  the  layoffs  that threat-
ened in his financially desperate school
System. But he vya3 also proposing one
of the favorite prescriptions of the aca-
demic egalitarians,  who see education
as the great equalizer.

The true believers in equalizing are
eagerly  watching  Britain,  where  the
Labor government is putting some Of
their  theories  into  actiori.  On  J&n.  1,
1976, the British government will end

F`ousscau

its subsidies to the scLcalled ''direct grant" schools
that adrriit only the more promising students. These
schools will have to make a choice between becoming
totally  independent,  paying  their  own  way  with
fees, or entirely government financed, with no ra
strictive admissions requirements. ,

The private education  issue  is less important  in
the U. S., where the tradition of free public schools is
strong. But the American egalitarians and the Brit-
ish have the same objectives.

Paradoxically,  the   more   the  U.S.   grows,   the
stronger the push for equality becomes. Economist
Lester Thurow sums up the argument: "Maxinizing
economic output may be so important in a poor coun-
try  that  society  is  willing  to  tolerate  inequalities
among  individuals  if  this  is  necessary  to  produce
rapid growth .... As output increases, howe`.er, the
value attached to increases in output for future gen-
erations probably decreases .... Thus, the relative
importance of achieving a more equal distribution of
output rises .... From this vantage point, equality
is a superior good. The richer we become, the more
of it `ve can aft.ord."

This is tf.e first Of three articles oi. egalita.rian{sni.
The second coveriTtg ineoil.e distrib.ition. will appear
neft week.                                                                           -
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Every year, in July, the Bureau of the Census issues
a modest pamphlet titled "Money Income and Pov-
erty Status of Families and Persons in the United
States." At  once,  the  desk calculators  light  up  all
over the country-in universities and scholarly insti-
tutea, in government offices, and in the headquarters
of groups such  as the  National  Assn.  for the  Ad-
vancement of Colored People and the National Or-
ga.nization for Women. Distribution of income is the
central issue in the insistent push for greater social
and economic equality in the U. S. The annual report
of the Census Bureau serves as a score card for the
egalitarians.

This  year's  report,  covering  the  calendar  year
1974, shows little significant change. The U. S. econ-
omy still rewards success with incomes far greater
than the average, and  it still  penalizes the unsuc+
cessful  with  incomes  below the  poverty level.  The
bottom 20% of American families received only 5.4%
of total income in 1974, while the top 20% of families
got 41% of income. The bottom two+fifths got only
17.4%; the top twoififths got 65.1%.

Income  figures  are  among  the  shakiest-both  in~
concept  and  in  accuracy-of all  the  numbers  that
come  out  of  the  government  statistics  machine,
They  sho.w  money  income  before  taxes,  including
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welfare and Social Security payments at the bottom,
butt not including capital gains at the top. Thus, they
probably understate the width of the money gap ber
tween the rich and the poor. On the other hand, they
do not include benefits in kind, such as food stamps
for the poor. Consequently, they may make the dif-
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Over the long pull the figures show a smau but dis-

tinct shift toward a more equal distribution Of in-
come.  In  1935-36  the  bottom  fifth `of families  got
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War 11, when the U. S. got its first taste Of fun em-
ployment. But between 1950 and 1968, the share Of
the  bottom  fifth  inched  up  steadily-from  4.5%  to -
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The number of people living in actual poverty has

decreased dramatically in the past decade. In  1974
the  Census  Bureau   estinated  that  24d3  million
beop]e  were  below  the  poverty  line  ($2,495  for  a
single individual and $5,038 for a nonfarm family of
four). Ten years earlier 36.1 million people were bep
low the poverty levels of that period. Even with an:ovffi#:#¥¥¥.,

The biggest change in incomes since World War
11 has not been in the shape of the curve but in the
levels. The whole income structure has been moving
steadily upward. Even when the figures are adjusted
for inflation they show that each quintile of the pop-
ulation has been pushing up to higher real incomes.
The  median  income  of  all  U.S.  families  has  risen
from  se,031  in  1947  to $12,840  today.  Deflated  for
price changes, this change still means that real in-
come has doubled for the family that stands at the
midpoint of U. S.  income, with half Of all families
below it and half above it.

A conplex problem. On their face, these figures seem
to suggest that ``.ith a little patience the U. S. could
achieve a good life for e`-eryone-though not equal-
ity-by "leveling up"-expanding the total national
income so that  e`.eryone  gets  a larger slice.  Every
President since Harry Truman has tried to use eco+
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structure is characteristic of an e.xpanding econom}-.

But it is not as simple as that. The income figures
for  the  bottom  brackets  include  massi`.e  go`'em-
ment transfer pay.ments-including Social Securit!-,
welfare,  and  `.eterans'  programs. As Joseph  Pech-
man of the Brookings  Institution points out, w.ith-
out  these  transfers  the  income  our`.e  u-ould  ha`-e
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Although all incomes have
been in.oving up, growth is not
enough lo satisfy egalitarians.
They want more at the bet(om

shifted  toward greater  inequality in  the past  five
years. Edgar K. Browning, in a study for the Ameri-
can  Enterprise  Institute,  estimates  that  in  1973,
transfers accounted for 69%  of the  income of the
bottom one-fourth of all families.  His definition of
income, however, includes in-kind benefits, which he
puts at 40% of total transfers. Aocording to his cat-
culations,  net  money  transfers  would  account  for
nearly half of average income per capita in the bot-
tom quartile.

To the real egalitarians all this is interesting but
beside the point. The philceophical egalitarians like
Herbert  Gan3  of  Columbia  University  and  David
Cordon of the New School of Social Research want
equality for its own sake, not just as a means of re-,
ducing hardship in the bottom brackets. The minor- i
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come Of $12,434, while black males got se,705, and
men of Spanish origin got $9,007. Women coznpare a

• median income.of $6,957 for full~time work with the
alhaale median of $12,152: Municipal workers, fearL
ful of shrinking jobs, see 41% of all income in the top
quartile where it could be taxed to support bigger
payrolls. Social workers simply see 24 million people
living in poverty..

From one source or another, the push for equality
of income as well as equality of opportunity and le-
gal rights builds up steam.

Four main strategies are open to the government
that undertakes to change the shape of the income
curve and promote greater equality. It can:
I  Push affirmative action programs to ensure equal
job opportunities and equal pay for minorities and
Women..
I  Increase taxes on the higher income earners and
reduce taxes on the lower brackets.
I  Increase transfer payments and extend them into
new areas.
11  Provide or Subsidize public services-reereational
facilities, transit, hospitals, entertainment.

In the past decade, the U. S. has tried all four ap-
proaches. As the pressure for more equality mounts,
Congress and the Administration will have to decide
how. much further they are prepared to go.  In the
past,  it  has  been  possible  to  vote  benefits  for  the
poor  without  specifically  facing  the  fact  that  this
meant less for the rich. With federal, state, and local
budgets strained to the breaking point, there is no
way now to duck the  issue.  More spending for the
bottom can  be  financed only by  more taxes  at  the
top.  The  U. S.  must  ask  and  answer  the  question:
Just how much equality do we really want?

Jobs and pay. In the area of jobs and pay, the ques-
tion has already been asked and answered. Congress
and  the  courts  have  firmly committed  the  U. S.  to

sociAi rues

equal job opportunities for everyone and equal pay
for equal work. The federal government is pushing
affirmative  action  programs  in  colleges-which  are
threatened with a shutoff in federal grants-and in.
pri`'ate companies that want to do business with the
government.  As  time  goes  on,  this  program  un-
doubtedly will  be  strengthened  and  extended.  The
U. S.  Commission  on  Civil  Rights  already has  proL
posed a new government agency with power to en-
force  equal job  opportunity anywhere  it  finds  dis-
crimination.

I.nA#L.ELaEL*:io;i:ynt=T:=i#£:?ent
sometimes  puts  unqualified  workers  into  critical
jobs. Somewhere in the future there will be violent
collisions  between  the  groups  baddng  affirmative
action and the  old-line unions that are still  deter-
mined to restrict membership and preserve seniority
rights.
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Nevertheless,  the  U. S.  is  moving  toward  total
equality in job opportunities and in the pay for a
particular job. Over time, this will tend to establish
what  the economists call horizontal equality of in-
comes-equal   rewards   for   equal   performance
throughout the economy. It will also tend to pull up
the bottom of the income structure-by raising the
pay of minority workers and women. If this narrows
the gap between the top and the bottom, there will
be a  modest gain  in  vertical equalit}-, but aflina-
tive action by itsel`f will not change the differentials
between low-pay jobs and high-pay jobs.

The  egalitarians,  therefore,  have  to  lock  else-
where-to taxes, transfers, and public services-for
mechanisms  that  will  promote  a  significant  mo`-e
toward vertical equality in the U.  S.

Tax leveling. Taxes are the obvious device. and e`-ery
session of Congress yields a crop of bills designed to
soak the  rich  and give tax  exemptions to the poor.
But  the  complex  structure  of  U.S.  taxes  makes  it
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Affirmative action can create
equal pay for the same job, but
it takes taxes, transfers, and
services to equalize income

hard to tell where the burdens would fall and what
the consequences  of a  dra.stic change  in  tax  policy
wolltd be.

The cornerstone of the federal revenue system is
the  individual  income  tax,  which  produced  about
$122 billion in fiscal 1975. On its face, this is a highly
progressive tax, with rates scaling up`from 14% on
the   first   $1,000  of   taxable  income   (for   married
couples)  to 70% on  everything over $200,000.  If the
tax  applied  to  all  income,  without  deductions  or
exemptions, ,it would be a significant leveler.

The  elaborate  system  of exemptions and  deduc-
tions confuses the picture and takes more of the pin
gression  out of the rate structure.  Until  Congress
enacted the minimum tax in 1971, it was possible for
a  rich  man  to  put  his  money  in  sheltered  invest-
ments and pay no tax at all. Presumably, he had to

I accept a lower rate Of return on his investments, but
if he was rich enough, that did not matter. Tax shel-.
ters  are  less  important  to  the  middle-bracket

:=_:==::-::_=:_:--=:=:::_I:-:::__:=::==::::-_:I:=:=::
this tax is passed through to consumers in the form
of price  increases,  and  this bears  more heavily on
the low incomes than on  the high.  Federal  excises
tend to be regressive. So do tariffs.

Social Security taxes are a special case. This year
employers and employees each pay 5.8% on the first
S14,100 of income. This obviously takes a bigger per-
centage bite out of incomes below the cutoff figure
than incomes above it, and in that sense the tax is
regressive. But the Social Security tax is, in a way,
an insurance premium. The participant is buying an
annuity. The benefits are scaled so that the lower-in-
come recipients.get a better bargain than the higher
incomes. Thus, the system as a whole tends to be an
equalizer.

State  and  local  taxes  tend  to  be  regressive,  al-
though  as  more  states  adopt  a  graduated  income
tax, the bite on upper incomes is increasing. Prop-
erty taxes, the mainstay of the school systems, bear
most heavily on the lowest incomes, where housing
takes a larger proportion of the family budget. And
since property taxes are deductible from taxable in-
come  on  the  federal  returns,  their  impact  on  the
middle and upper brackets is cushioned.

Joseph  Pechman, whose studies of taxes are  con-
sidered  authoritative,  adds  it  all  up  and concludes:
"The U. S. tax system is essentially proportional for

the vast majority Of families and therefore has little
effect  on  the  distribution  of  income.  The very  rich
pay higher average effective tax rates than does the
average  family,  but  the  difference  is  large  only  if
the  corporation  income  and  property  taxes  are  as-
sumed to be borne by capital. If they are assumed to
be shifted to consiimers to a considerable degree, the
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published by the Brookings Institution.)
If Pechman is right, the present U. S. tax system

is not an equalizer.  It  takes roughly the same proL
portion  of income out of each  bracket,  leaving  the
differentials  between  top  and  bottom  unchanged.
But  the  potential  for  equalizing  clearly  is  there:
Knock out the exemptions and demolish the shelters,
increase   the   personal   deductions,   raise   the   top
bracket rates, and treat capital gains as ordinary in-
come. You would bring the after-tax income curve a
good deal closer to equal distribution.

The rebate and temporary tax cut adopted early
this year as an antirecession measure were heavily
loaded in favor of the low and low-middle brackets.
The rebate rose from $100 at the bottom to $200 at
the $10,800 level.  Above  the  $20,000 level  it  scaled
back down, reaching $100  at the $30,000 level. The
out amounted to 47% of the total tax for a married
couple (no dependents) with an income of se,000 but
only 1% for the $25,000 couple. The bill also included
a novel feature-an 'tearned income credit" that paid
up to seoo to families with
children  whose  earnings
were in the bottom brack-
ets.

President   Ford's   plan
for  a  $28  billion  perma-
nent tax cut would abolish
the earned income credit,
a proposal that cri_tics call
highly regressive:-But ac-
tually  the  tax  rates  that
Ford  proposes  would
make  the  system  a  good
deal  more  progressive
than it is under either the
1974 schedule or the tem-
porary 1975 rates. At the
$5,000 level, a couple with
no  children  would  get  a
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cut of 81%, but a $25,000 couple would get onl}' 8%,
and  a  $50,000 couple 2%.  Under the  1974  schedule,
the  $10,000  couple  paid  3.6  times  the  tax  of  the
se,000 couple, though it had only twice the income. A
$20,000 couple paid 2.5 times the tax of the $10,000
couple.  President  Ford's  proposal  would  leave  the
$10,000 couple paying 13.3 times the tax of the $5,000
couple and the  $20,000 couple paying  3.5 times  the
tax of the Slo,000 couple.

The Ford Administration also is proposing to take
two .percentage points off the corporate income tax
(now 48%). In a separate recommendation, Treasury
Secretary William E. Simon has suggested allowing
coxporations to deduct half their dividends from tax-
able  income  and  allowing stockholders a tax credit
equal  to half the dividends they recei`.ed. Since the
credit would have to be added to incomes and  then
subtracted from  taxes, it  would yield  the greatest
benefits to small investors with moderate incomes.

Surprisingly,  the  U. S.  has never sho\`.n  any real
interest  in  tough  estate  and  gift  taxes,  the  de`.ice
that the British have used to level the old class struc-
ture.  By the skillful  use  of trusts and lifetime gift
programs,  it  is  possible  to  transfer  enormous  for-
tunes down through the generations lnore or less in-
tact.  And  that  is  apparentl}'  the  ``-a}.  the  `.oters
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Mayors, governors, and local
delegates.are going to Washington
to ask for massive expansion of
help in providing public services

want it. Senator George MCGovern lost labor votes
in his Presidential campaign by suggesting a. limit
Of Sloo,000 on inheritances. Robert Nisbet of Colum-
hia University observes that the American intellec-
tual is "more hostile to the businessman who earned
his money than to the man who inherited it."

Ericodlng tr.nod.-. Transfer payments are a double+
action  leveler.  They  shift  money  to  the  bottom
brackets, and at the  same time  they incease the
need for government revenue, which means heavier

' taxes on the middle and upper.incomes. Unlike af-
fimative  action  programs,  they  are  a  powerful
weapon for increasing the degree of vertical equal`
ity in the income structure.

In  the  second  quarter of  1975, federal  transfer
payments,  measured  on  the  national  income  ac-
counts basis, hit an annual rate of $150 billion. This
represented 42% of total fedefat spending.

• It also represented a breathtakingly swift expan-
sion in transfers. As recently as fiscal 1972, the total

.    wgt:::yasL7d8.]6#]];f[:,nosrf3:rs%£fe#*r8#ene€:FE.ate,
but they would add $20 billio]i to. seo billion to the
1975 total.

Not all of this money went to the poor, of course.
The rich and poor alike draw Sceial Security ben-
efits, and there is some spillover in medical care, aid
to the blind, and other programs.  But there  is no
question that without transfers, the bottom quintile
of the income curve would get a much smaller share
of the total.

Transfers have been the driving force in the ex-
pansion of the federal government apparatus in the

E#ptt.,dw#hdeiinT#T#eEepa|lotJ:e;Ei:un%iiotEegigFe:l#=
partment in the government, with the exception` Of
Defense and the Veterans Administration. (195,000).
which administers a huge transfer operation Of its
own.  The  `'welfare  industry," which  reaches  down
through state and local governments to the kitchens
of Harlem and the clothes closets of Los Angeles,
has become one of the nation's biggest businesses.

Put]llc ee"Ice9.  The  alarming growth  rate  and  the
multiplication  of  programs  and  subprograms  are
drawing  heavy  fire  both  from  within  the  govern-
ment and from without. Just before he left Wash-
ington,  former  HEW  Secretary  Caspar Weinberger
lashed out at the "massive welfare state that has in-

±rn:;?£n:°ptrheed!:¥:a:a,?(dfpseo¥j°aTafraogairms:f£:rt;Cj:i;
growing for the next two decades at the same pace
they have in the last two, we will spend more than
half of our whole gross national product for domes-
tic social programs atone by the year 2000."

Weinberger's ans`ver to the '.welfare mess" is to
adopt  "a  completely  new  system   that  would   be
coordinated and administered through our tax sys-
ten .... substitute  a simple cash grant,  based on
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need, measured by income and payable only to those
who  meet  a  strong  work  requirement  if  they  are
able to work."

This is a variation of the negative income ta*-a
guaranteed  minimum  income  for everyone.  It  has
strong appeal not only for ¢onservative§ but also for
the  egalitarians,  who  would  simply  eliminate  the
wiork   requirement   and   increase   the   benefits   in
Weinberger's plan. Eventually, some form of mini-
mum income probably will repla,ce the patchwork of
overlapping programs that now make up the wet-
fare system.

du:ufto:ne£:jEomned::i:rf:i::'sitifepL=i¥:=
tional health program is almost a sure bet within the
next few years.  Day nurseries for the children  of
working  women  are  oz]e  Of  the  top  demands  of

rL°emBe]n±8Eucpndsnd:r=#j:BLLE=atst°,#egue£
strong haddng if the  economic recovery doeg  not
generate a fast increase in employment.

The federal government will also be under mount-
ing pressure to move deeper into the area, Of public
services. The cities and states are dose to the limit
of theirL.resouncch They are calling on Washington
to take over.

The federal government already is spending more
than  se  billion  a  year on  education.  Some  Of this
takes the form of direct transfers-Bchola.rships or
loans to needy students-and some is earmarked for
special. programs  Such  as  add  to  the  handinpped.
The rest goes td beef up school district-budgets.

Housing progran8, opce a big item in the federal
hadret,  have  been  suspended  for  the  past  three
years, while the government tried to find a better
way  of  encouraging. building  for  low-income  ten-
ants.  President  Nixon  proposed  a  System  of rent
Subsidies for the poor, but the idea died in Congress.
With the building industry still flat on its back and
an acute housing shortage in prospect, a new pltL
gram to provide low-income shelter is certain to be
adopted sooner or later.

Mass transit is running deficits in city after city.
I.ocal governments dare not let the fane rise for fear
of the voters' anger, but they find it increasingly
hard to cover the loss. New York City clung to the
35¢ fare until the whole city was on the venge Of col-
lapse. Now it needs help to maintain a 50¢ fare.

And so all the mayors, governors, and local dele-
gations to Congress converge in Washington to ask

i:rbiTc={£ic:=Pinhsej;nwq]qitf::te¥:th:|Pe££j::iii:§
want,  but  they  are  determined  not  to  go  home
empty-handed.

As the egalitarians ;ee it, people have a n.ght to
food,  Shelter,  transportation,  and  entertainment.
The  business  of  government  is  to  provide  these
things without regard to what they cost or where
the money comes from. John Rawls, the philosopher
most often quoted by the egalitarians, puts it sim-
ply: There can be no justification for differences in
the conditions of individuals unless it can be shown
that the difference benefits the inferior more than
the superior.

Thislsthesecorndofthreearticlesoi.egalitarianisii..
TI.e third. carl)ering the conflict inherei.i ii. c. system
thai  cornbi''i.es   political   demaeracy  with   ecori.oiitic
capitalism, will appear..ert week.                               -
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income  voters  is greatest.  It  thus  encouraged  the
leaders  of  the  low-income  groups  to  seek  greater
equality of condition-more equal distribution of in-
come, housing, consumer goods, and social status-as
well as equality of rights in the U. S. system.

Except for a handful of intellectuals, the support-
era Of equality do not think Of themselves as egali-
tarians. Their conscious aim is not to eliminate all
differences in U. S. society. They simply want bigger
incomes and a better life for the groups they repre-
sent. But with mounting political power, they see no
reason  to  wait  for  the  slow  process  of  economic
growth to lift the whole income structure to new lev-
ets`  They  want  bigger  incomes  now,  and  if  that

¥#u#fa#i¥£#i#¥?:in=:eananisd:i:-
is headed for a collision not just with the conserva-
tives  but  also with  the  middle-Of-the-roaders,  who
believe in restraining the role of government and
letting the U, S. economie system make its own deci-
sions as much as possible.

The  old  American  ideal  was  t'mobflity."  Immi-
grants were confident that if they could not them-
selves be rich, their children would have a chance to
be. Farmers left the rocky soil of New England and
headed West where a man could make his fortune.
Itinerant peddlers with backpacks hoped someday to
become   department   store  tycoons-and  some  of
them did.

James Bryce observed in Elbe i4owe7rfu7® Cb»c7roo%-
¢{7ea!€h  (1888)  that:  "In  America you cannot  appeal
from the classes to the masses. What the employer
tthinks, his workmen think. What the w'holesale mer-
cchant  feels,  the  retail  storekeeper  feels,  and  the
poorer merchants feel. Divisions of opinion are ver-
tical and not horizontal."

Ne`ir cla§. lines. Eba±gg±±!£pg±±gt§aid=te§g±±E±±blie
inion in th gg!±L±±e=di3zide.alongrdas

hereditary classes as in  19th Century

::Pdesbouc:a3[ngy}%#:aadye,tse::iF;::r?gntshi:;:n]:#i;
faith  in  upward  mobility. They see each  individua
assigned to a class or group-by color, sex, education
or accident. Instead of moving the individual out o
the group, they want to move the whole group up
ward  in  income  and  social  standing.  They  are  un
willing to see anyone else move while they are stil
behind.

John  Bawls, the Harvard philosopher, sums it up:
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"In  order  to  treat  all  persons  equally,  to  provide

E|e.n#ina:t:::ia:Ltytooft#s¥#tnftf:w=rie::t#=:£:v:
and to those born into less favorable scoial positions.
The idea is to redress the bias Of contingencies in
the direction of equality."

To the extent that iedress means better education
and more public services for the underprivileged, the
U. S. system can accommodate it-at a price. QEgp

foT=-le is extended to mean equal pa

alitarianism comes   Into   con

|es On differentials in
workers  from  the  assembly  line  to  the  executive
suite.

Arthur Okun of the Brockings Institution says ih
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efforts to promote equality represent a deliberate in-
terference with the results generated by the mar-
ketplace, and they are rarely costless." The push for
equality of results puts an increasing strain on what
Okun calls the "split-level institutional structure" of
U. S.  society,  which  combines  demeeratic  govern-
ment with a capitalist economic system.

Financial rewards (in the form Of wages and prof-
its)  are  the  basic  motivator in  the  U. S.  economic
system. Middle and upper incomes are the primary



ln the inevitable conflict between
a political democracy and a,
capitalist economy, big business
is caught in the cross fire

soLirce of capital for expansion. As the push for re+
distributing  incomes  builds  up,  the  basic  question
the U. S. must answer comes into focus: How far can`itdewstf±r±a£
this count a towed e

er way, can U. S. industry and business func+
tion effectively if the government intrudes on incen-
tives, private ownership, and freedom Of choice in
the markets on a scale far beyond anything it has so
far undertaken? Will anyone save pazt of his income
to create new capital when saving is not rewarded
dy. an increase in income?

th.  v)lulrs.  The  egalitarian3'  answer. is  that  the
great corporations already have wrecked the private
enterprise System. Government intervention is the
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him giving  away dimes) were public villains.  The
chorus of a popular Song around the turn of the con-
fury was, t'Morgan, Mongan, the great financial gori
gon."
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for cheating the |]oor and rewarding the rich, They

see the corporation  as a nameless, faceless,  menac-
ing manipulator of their lives. They resent tl`e hier-
archical structure of management, the payment of
big salaries and  bonuses to top executi`.es, and  the
flow of dividends to stockholders. They blame corpo
rations for high prices, for air and water pollution,
and for depleting natural resources. Most of all, they
blame  corporations  for  not  using  their  economic `
Power to impose equality on their employees.

Hostility  to  business  enables  the  leaders  Of  the
minority groups to form a loose coalition  with the
ed.nsumerists on the one hand and the environmen-
talists on the other. It is not a lasting alliance, be+
cause the only things that hold it together are dis-
trust  of  business  and  unwavering  faith  in   the
necessity  Of  government  action  on  an  expanding
scale. However, on a pa.rticular issue, such as tax re+
form or decontrol of oil prices, it is strong enough to
Swing the decision against the coporations.

A capitalist system uses differences in wages and
profits to make the. economic machine operate just
as a steam engine uses difterenoes in heat and presr
Sure  to make  the wheels  turn.  Wage differentials
move workers from the less-productive industries to
the rioie productive. Profit differentials move capi-
tat from decaying industries to growing areas.

Even  the socialist and communist systems have
found that pay incentives are the only way to get
production.   The   Russians   who   began  with   the
Marxian doctrine of total equality have developed a
wider differential in real income between the bot-? :
tom and the top than most U. S. corporations.

The egalitarians, therefore, face the problem o.f :
offering some other foroe than income differentials .
to keep the System running. And this is where they
fall down. Aside from the argument, derived from .
Rousseau, 'that  all  members  of a society  must  be
forced to obey the general will, they cannot find a
reason why anyone would talre an arduous job when
he could get the same pay in an easy one.

And so, they make their claims in terms of rights

Th. U. S. verslon of egallfariaelsm lnvetw®. sp.cmc d-
manda*lgger lncom.a riler® ..r`rlc.a, mar. ald.



The egalitarians accuse corporations of
cheating the poor and rewarding the rich
and of not using their economic power
to impose equality on their employees

without facing the question of efficiency. The list of
rights claimed-and often conceded by legislation-is
expanding rapidly. It covers not only education and
health care but also adequate housing, chea.p trams-
portation, food, and clothing. As Jos6 0rtega y Gas-

-       set said of l9th century workers in The I?ecozfo/the
dfasses: "What before would have been considered
one  Of  fortune's  gifts,  inspiring  bumble  gratitude
towards destiny, was converted into a right, not to
be grateful for, but to be insisted on."

Clalming a particular economic benefit as a mat-
ter of right shifts the emphasis of egalitarianism to
equality of condition  without appearing to change
its nature.

Two danger.. There  is  little  reason  for business  to
fear a sudden heavy-handed equalization of U. S. in-
comes that would wipe out incentives and stop capi-
tat  formation.  The  prospect  is  for  a  slow  shift
toward more equal  incomes, which probably would
have a stimulating effect on the U. S. economy, just
as the dig shift during and after World War 11 did.

Nevertheless, there are two great dangers in ex-
tending the concept of rights to the economic area._._
First, it threatens to feed the chronic inflation that
plagues the  U. S.  economy.  Second, it  expands  the
role  of  government  faster  than  the  economy  can
grow and  provide  resources to cover the new  pro+  ,
grams. And repeatedly, government intervention in
the  economy has led to  inefficiency,  red tape,  and
higher costs.

Middle-income workers, especially the members of
old-line trade unions, have no great objections to an
increase  in  bottom-bracket  incomes.  But  they  are
determined to maintain the traditional differentials
between their jobs and the unskilled jobs at the bot-
tom of the ladder. As minimum pay rises, they push
for bigger wage increases and more fringe benefits
in the middle of the pay structure. This is one of the
forces driving cost-push inflation.

At  the  same  time,  rising  government  expendi-
tures  outstrip  revenues,  and  massive  government
deficits  generate  demand  inflation.  The  U.  S.   is
caught on the horns of a dilemma. To raise revenues
it  would have  to  raise  taxes  on  the  middle-income
brackets, increasing.the cost-push of wage demands.
If it does not raise revenues, it is stuck with chronic
deficits.

It  might  be  possible  to  go  a  fairly .long  way
toward equality with a simple transfer system that
guaranteed every  family  a  minimum  cash  income,
paid  for  by  progressive  taxes  on  the  upper  and
middle brackets. This would narrow the spread of in-
comes,  but  it  would  still  leave  differentials  wide
enough to mollify the unions and to motivate work-
ers  at  all  levels.  The  total  cost  ``.ould  be  lower  be-
cause there would be no need for a massive adminis-
trati`re  apparatus.  The  Inter.nat   Revenue  Service
would simply  process  the  returns  and  mail  out the
checks, just as it does with tax refunds.
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But the U. S. has not chosen to handle redistribu-
tion  the simple wray.  It has  built  a  towering  struc-
ture  of  welfare  and  allied  programs  that  extends
through  every level  of go`'emment-federal,  state,
and local.  It has piled program  on top of program,
creating a complex system of benefits that only the
professionals can manipulate. Administrative over-
head  runs  up  the  costs  and  eats  into  the  benefits
ovai]a.ble  from  each  program.  Health  Education  &
Welfaz.e  and  the Veterans  Administration  are the
biggest departments in the federal government, ex-
cept for Defense, and the HEW is by far the fastest
growing.

The  result,  says  former  HEW  Secretary  Caspar
Weinberger, is tea massive welfare state that has in-
truded into the lives and personal affairs of our citi-
zens." Robert Nisbet of Columbia University calls it'`The New Despotism" and remarks: "If we plot the
development of sacral' equality in  Western  sceiety
over the past.few centuries, we find it follows almost
perfectly the development of centralization and bu-
reaucrat.ization in the political sphere."

A case study. New York
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The cit}Js Human Resources Administration em-
ploys 25,000 workers who supervise a welfare prcr
gram that costs nearly $3 billion a year. The federal
government pays half of  this, and the state pays
onerquarter,  but  the  city  still  staggers  under  its
share  of the costs.  Its reputation  for running the
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Rico,  filling  the  slums .and- increasing  the  load  on
municipal services.

The City University of New York charges no tui-
tion.  Its open  admissions policy means  that every
high school graduate has a right to attend.

As the city tax load has risen, business has moved
out to the suburbs. New York is left with a growing
pool of unskilled labor, a shrinking job market, and a
budget that is out of control.

The  federal  government  is  not New  York  City.
But if it follows the same path, it will wind up in the
same place. The U. S. cannot afford to lay burdens on
its workers and managers so great that the}r break
down  the  market  mechanism.  Nor can  it  afford  to
expand its government so aggressivel}' that pri`.ate
industry is cro``-ded into a fast-shrinking comer of
the  economy. As Arthur  Okun  concludes his study,
the  nation  must  find  "better ways of dra``-ing the
boundary  lines  bet``-een  the  domain  of  rights  and
the domain of dollars."

If  it  does  not,  the  final  word  may be  in  the  im-
agery of Ortega y Gasset: "The mob goes in search
of bt.Cad,  and  the  means it employs is generall}. to
wreck the bakeries."

This  is  tlie  last  o.f three  articles  on  egalitc\rio!ni8m.  For
reprints. see tc.ble of coiLtei.ts.                                                            -
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